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Abstract— Voice interaction is becoming a requirement for
a large class of robotic applications. However, it is difficult
to find off-the-shelf tools that allow for an easy design of
vocal interfaces tailored to a given robotic platform or a
given operational domain. We have addressed the design and
implementation of dedicated voice interfaces for robots, within
the framework of Speaky for Robots (S4R) experiment. In this
work, we present the outcomes of the project, mainly a robotic
development kit for voice interface generation and a continuous
experimental evaluation involving end users to validate our
approach.

I. INTRODUCTION
Speaky for Robots1 (S4R) is an experiment run within the

ECHORD EU Integrated Project2, with the goal of develop-
ing a flexible framework for designing speech interfaces for
robots.

Vocal interfaces have received a tremendous push in the
last years and the robotic community has been investigating
the development of speech systems for human-robot interac-
tion as well. However, to the best of our knowledge, just
few robotic products launched on the market offer voice
user interfaces (VUI). The main limitations of VUIs in
robotics are: (i) they are tailored to very specific domains and
conditions, (ii) they cannot be extended to include additional
knowledge and (iii) the lack of tools for VUI design.

The major scientific goal of S4R experiment has been
to adopt established artificial intelligence techniques (such
as knowledge representations, grammars and natural lan-
guage processing) as a way to boost the definition of VUIs
that share the following properties: adaptable to different
scenarios, extendible with additional knowledge, robust to
different verbal communication paradigms. Based on this
experience, we have devised a tool to ease the design
process: the Robotic Voice Development Kit. Throughout the
project we have implemented speech interfaces for different
robotic platforms (NAO humanoid and a wheeled robot) and
different application domains (home and office) to validate
our approach. Moreover, we have conducted a preliminary
usability study aiming at assessing the usability of our
framework.

II. ROBOTIC VOICE DEVELOPMENT TOOLKIT
The Robotic Voice Development Kit (RVDK) is a frame-

work that supports robotic developers in designing voice
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user interfaces with little effort. The RVDK is conceived
as a graphical and interactive environment (a wizard) aiding
designers to define the voice interface according to the de-
sired application requirements. However, the most important
contibution of the RVDK is under the hood of its graphical
interface: it leverages on lexical vocabularies, NLP constructs
and semantic representations to build robust and flexible
voice user interfaces. Figure 1 reports how all of them
contribute to define a new VUI for a specific mission.

Fig. 1. The VUI generation process and the integration with semantic
technologies.

III. USABILITY STUDY
S4R project is based on user-centered design, involving

end users in a continuous experimental evaluation: laboratory
experiments, large-scale studies (e.g. Web-based) and, in
particular, a usability study with non expert users in a small
apartment (reported in Figure 2). The goal of this study was
three-fold: assessing (i) the richness of the language of the
generated VUI (through the RVDK), (ii) the correctness of
the grammar and syntaxt constructs adopted, and (iii) the
speech recognition success rate. A video of S4R project

Fig. 2. A participant attending the S4R usability study.

is available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
lYbs6SA5fK8.


